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2 The Comment Monday, December IO, 1984 
Candidates Speak 
their Pl&tf orms 
Out on 
By Kimberly J. Murphy 
News Editor work to get them (completed). students). This ·issue is before 
What we have proposed can the committee at this time, The 
become a reality,_ and I foresee proposed grade system received 
As one should be aware of by some major improvements with excellent responses from the 
now, the upcoming election for the help of students and the Academic Policies Committee 
the seat of First Vice-President administration in the near before returning to the ACC. I 
of the Student Government future." am sure, with a little support, 
dent a better atmosphere and 
more meaningful college educa-
tion. Students deserve the ~~~t 
education they can get, and 
when I am elected, 'with the help 
of the Senate, I will be able to 
bring tis a bit closer to this goal." 
Association (SGA) is a very • the same responses will come 
important election. It is for, in Plotke: "The Administration from the ACC. In January of Murphy: "Do you plan on 
actuality, the seat of the SGA is presently working to put an '85, the President should receive working closely. with Clubs and 
President. The reason being is addition on the Great Hill lot. our recommendation and with Organizations?" 
that acting SGA President Because of enviromental poli- his approval, it will go into effect 
David Carreiro, (who was for- cies and lack of state funds the in the Fall of '85. Lawrence: "We know by now 
. mally First Vice~President) will addition will not be black "(I am also working on the ) that this is actually a race for the 
be graduating in December. topped, but will be gravel. The Dorm Eviction Policy. On Fri- Presidency of the SGA. I intend 
Th f th · k' bl · t f Id d y Dec be 7 at I 30 p m .to set up a Presidential' Advisory ere ore, e person occupymg par mg pro em 1s a wo- o a , em r . : . ., 
the First Vice-President's· seat situation: Lack of parking spa- Vice President David Deep met Board which will consist of one 
will automatically move up and ces and access to and from the with students from SGA, Judi- member from each class, club, 
become the SGA President, as Great Hill lot. I would like to get cial Boards and (the)Student organization, residents and 
did Carreiro when former SGA another entrance/ exit to eliviate Union Governing Board. I had comrputers. The committee will 
President Daniel Magoon the back-ups in the morning and beeri asked to attend the meet- meet once a week. and discuss 
resigned. afternoon. A solution to this ing, but due to an exam which problems facing the school and 
Senator-at-Large Denis Law- problem would be to put a road could not be rescheduled, I together we will try to solve 
rence, Primary Election winner from Summer-St. past the obser- could not attend. The results of them. The meeting will· also be 
with 280 votes, an_d Senator-at- vatory and over the railroad this meeting were very positive: open to any interested students. 
Large Ralph Plotke, who came track into the Great Hill lot. I by an unanimous vote, a prop- I feel that it is important to work 
in second with J 71 votes (Bob talked to the Vice President of osal will go to the Board of Trus- together as a whole, for I am 
Franco came in third) are both Student Services and I was tees, which will provide students only one voice but together we 
vying for the seat of First Vice- assured of two things: one, that with a 7 day written notice can accomplish a lot of plans. 
President. The Comment this projec_t was very possible before eviction will occur. I can "As First Vice-President, my 
"This being my second term 
as Senator, I understand the 
·working process of the Senate, 
and Officers alike. I am sure a 
positive working relationship 
will result. Presently ·Kerri Fay 
is the SGA's Publicity Director. 
When elected, I will work with 
Kerri- to provide information 
throught .The Comment as to 
the projects being worked on, 
and accomplished by the SGA. 
"Presently I am on Ways and 
Means Committee, which works 
with each club to determine 
what funds should be allocated 
each semester. I am ·sure that 
this relationship is an excellent 
base for solving problems, or 
working on projects with them 
in the future." 
Murphy: "(As mentioned in 
much of your campaign mate-
,\ . 
rial), you are in a relatively 
active fraternity. Do you think 
this will pose any conflicts of 
interest, undue political pres-
sure on you by your brothers 
and sisters?" 
caught up with both busy candi- and two, that I would have his asstue you I will attend the Trus- door will always be ope.n. I have 
dates to ask them a few neces- guidence throughout this tees meeting in January to see been there for you, a voice that Plotke: "'I don't believe in any 
sary questions, questions that project. the important proposal passed has spoken on your behalf and 'undue politiCal pressure' will be 
wi11 hopefully educate the vote "(I am also working on) a through. not against you. As First Vice- placed on me by my brothers 
on the issues that both candi- commuter Meal plan. This "In speaking with Nancy President, I will keep an eye on and sisters. There are a number · 
dates. believe. (Owing to the would serve many purposes -it Clay, director of Veterans and misuse of SGA funds and see of brothers and sisters on: the 
nature of the Question/ Answer would provide students with a pis able d Students, she that the Senate works for the Senate at this time and the vot-
form of this'·•uticle the candi- less expensive way to eat lunch- .informed me that I will be most students~interests, not their own, ing records will show that each is 
dates will be listed in alphabeti- /breakfast, and give commuters effective to work personally as· som~ have shown. It's time . an individual with his/her own 
cal. orde.r, and botu candidates a: reason to be on ~n:tpus which .... 'with the. disabled st\,ldepts. By that you r(fceive the representa- ideas. I would expect this type of 
candidate.) at RSC, such as clubs, SGA, dicapped student faces, and use Lawrence as SGA First Vice- to look into next semester is ' 
Murphy; ·~you have promised 
a ·great deal for Commuters. 
Such promises have been made 
in the past Please reiterate for 
one last time, if you will.t(Also ), 
how can you insure that. they 
will be done, and, what sort- of 
time fr~me will you be working 
under?" (A time frame will insu-; 
re/ assure others that thes.e are 
not mere campaign promjses.) 
Lawrence: .. There are rriajor 
·commuter concerns that I have 
begup to touch base on and will 
. continue· to solve these prob-
lems. As a Senator I have con-
tacted the House of Representat 
ives to see if funds were available 
to improve the parking problem 
facing the commuter. I was told 
that there is the possibility that 
federal· funding. may· be availa-
ble, providing the new Congress 
passes their Fiscal budget. Steps 
qave been taken towards solving 
this problem and I will continue 
my efforts to see them through. 
As first· Vice-President I will 
continue to work along with the 
Planning Committee of the soon 
to be official ,Commuter Coali-
tion. Together we have_ dis-
cussed plans to innitiate a 
"Commuter Corner" in The 
Comment, place televisions, 
which will provide communters 
with· a listing of college events 
that would be of interest to com-
muters, throughout the Com"'. 
muter Cafe. Another idea would 
be to place rain protection bub-
bles at bus stops. Commuters 
play a major part here at BSC, 
and they have be.en promised 
things for a long time; now it's 
time to get things done. No one 
can really say when these things 
wiH become a reality, but as I see 
~~:~e'.~t~~~l:~Wtw:~ri~7··fi~W~~: 
newspaper, etc. this experience to initiate SGA President." starting a Text Book Buying 
''A few years ago, BSGcom- .. involvement.. club. I attended a conference on 
mute rs had a meal plan in which "I spoke with Mr. Davii;i Plotke: "I am currently on the Coop's and Buying clubs about 
they could buy $10 worth 6f Zeoli, manager of Tillinghast; All-College Committee, of a month ago and got some infor-
food for $8. I believe this plan and he was ver·y willing to give which 3 members are Vice Presi-" mation regarding buying ~clubs, 
·did not go over that well because me a complete tour of the kit- dents of the Colleges: Vice- and I hope to get one started. A 
of lack of publicity. I am sure chen, and information regard- President Dillman, Vice-Presi- ·Buying club buys text books 
with the help of Rick V~no and ing the extermination of the dent Meany, Vice President wholesale and only charges the 
the Food Services in the Student cock roaches. Mr. Zeoli agreed Deep. I have been working on wholesale price, plus expenses 
Union, we can eleviate the prob- to meet with me in January for this since September,. and I (not making a profit). The aver-
lems with this last commuter such a tour, and with this infer- know that if I bring anything t.o age Bookstore adds 40% to the 
meal plan, and provide a meal mation and information from their attention, I will receive a wholesale price; I can see that a 
plan which will provide commu- 1 the Board of Health, a detern'li- serious and helpful response. In Buying club adding only I or 
ters with an inexpensive way of nation can be made as to the beginning of the seme'ster, I 15%. If everything ·works out, 
eating and perhaps a more whether what's being done is all organized and ran the Home.. perhaps by the Fall '85, or 
enjoyable co,tfege life. that can be done. coming parade. In doing so, I Spring '86, BSC will ,have an 
"I am aware that these fwo "At this time the Student worked with Dean Martha 
tasks are large, but with some Government is implementing a · Jones of Student Services; part 
hard work and cooperation Committee system, and with · o{ the reason for the parade 
from the Administration and complete· cooperation from the being such a success ·is due to our 
students, the goal should be Senate, the amount of produc- working relationship. 
attained by fall of '85." tivity should increase drasti- "As for the Trustees, it is very 
cally. I fully support this system~ apparent that Matt Donoghue 
and I will work as hard as I cah has shown great enthusiasm to 
to make it w'ork.,. . work with the Senate, and I am 
Murphy: "What other prom-
ises have you made? How can-
you insure that they will actually 
be done? Again, _what sort of 
time frame will insure7assure 
. others that these are not mere 
campaign promises?" 
Lawrence: "I am in favor of 
installing the Vali-Dine System 
here at BSC. After speaking to 
members of the Administration, 
we did have plans years ago to 
install such a system, but since 
that time, nothing has been 
done. As First Vice-President, I 
will push· for the approval and 
installation of Vali-Dine - this 
system would cut down on time 
spent at registration, waiting in 
line at Tilly, voting, and campus 
security.'--' 
Murphy: .'•How will these. 
changes that you have proposed 
improve BSC in general, in your 
opinion?" 
· Lawrence: "The changes that 
I. have proposed are hopefully • 
making life easier here at BSC 
but they can only come to be 
with the help.and the support of 
the students. Along .with them, I 
intend to work closely along 
with the Administration, the 
Board of Trustees, and the 
SGA. I have. been fortunate 
enough to already established a 
working relationships with· 
them. I plan to continue to have 
my monthly meetings and come 
out with a monthly news letter 
Plotke: "(I am working on ) a to keep the student body noti-
plus /minus system. I am pres- fied as to how.the SGA.is acting 
ently a member of the All- on their behalf." 
College Committee~ or the ACC , .,, 
(this,isacommitteen1ade11p.of~-·: :• P.J.otke:;, '~-~I-; '··be.Jieve these faculty:· 3 acfrn1rilsirators ·and .f ···-changes will give the BSC stu-




alternative to the Campus 
Bookstore. 
"I would like to thank the stu-
- dent body for being there, sup-
porting me in the primaries and 
I hope to see you at the polls on 
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Professors Disregard 
Examination· Policies 
By Ralph E. Sinclair 
Contributing Writer 
I am sick and tired of having 
certain faculty and administra-
tion at this college do whatever 
they please without any regard 
to policy, rules, and regulations. 
treatment to faculty and stu-
dt:nts alike, it is necessary that 
certain policies be observed con-
sistently throughout the Col-
lege. These policies, developed 
and agreed upon over the years 
at Bridgewater, are as fallows: 
1. Unless notification to the 
contrary has been give by the 
instructor, it is assumed that for 
each class a final examination 
· How many of you reading this 
have had exams since last Tues-
day, December 4th? I have had 
two . major exams since that 
date, as have the majority of my 
friends and aquaintances. No 
major exams were to be given 
after that date. The following is 
an excerpt from a Report from 
Hie Vice President of Academic 
Affairs: 
. will be given during the final 
exam period as scheduled by the 
Registrar. 
assignments due at this time of 
year into account. This policy 
was developed "over the years at 
Bridgewater" to "assure fair 
treatment to faculty and stu-
dents alike." How teachers can 
blatantly ignore established pol-
icies is beyond me. I think it is 
about time that students take 
action against these people who 
feel that they can do whatever 
their fancies please. It is my sug-
gestion that students inform the 
Vice President, Academic 
Affairs of these blatant viola-
tions of policy. If we don't do it, 
th{'. teachers certainly will not. 
We as students have rights at 
this institution so don't let some-
one else abuse them, no matter 
what their position. If enough of 
us stand up for our rights then 
we can't be ignored! 
In order for the final exami-
nation period to function effec-
t ivelr and to assure fair 
2. No major test (full class 
period) shall be given after Tues-
day, December 4. 1984. 
It is absurd to think, with 
finals so close at hand that a 
student can adequately prepare 
for both a major exam and a 
final exam at the same time, 
without even taking ··all the 
A Thank You Letter From 
S.H.A.R.E. 
All the BSC community -
faculty, administrators, librar-" 
ians. staff, and students - have 
reached deep into thier pockets 
and hearts, have outdone them-
selv 
hunger this winter. 
Our first campaign has been a 
rousing success. The total to 
date is over $2,000 ! Of this total 
$562.75 has been received from 
faculty, administration and 
staff. All those who turned out 
on Thursday, December 6th at 
I I :00 a.m. in the foyer of the 
Student Union saw the Social 
Work: . Theory and Methods 
class; Kappa Phi Omega; and 
the Student Aparimenis receive 
S.H.A.R.E. student awards for 
their top-notch efforts. Of 
course, S.H.A.R.E. believes all 
These groups are: Phi}>; Delta; 
SGA; Disabled Student Aware-
ness Organization; the Action 
Center For Women; Pope Hall; 
Great Hill dorms; ·Sigma Chi 
and Little Sister Sigs; Wood 
Hall; and the Pre-Med. society. 
We are truly grateful to all these 
student groups who partici-
pated, and all members of the "' 
BSC community who donated 
money, food, time and talents to 
this cause. 
Soon, members of SHARE 
will be visiting wholesale grocers 
to purchase nourishing food 
· · en er-
this food to: sbme crf til~ 
deprived families in ., our area 
throughSelf-Help andMainSp-
ring Shelter for the Homeless m 
Brockton. 
Certainly, the spirit of th~ sea-
son has been shown in the unsel-
fish giving of this _college 
community. Happy Holidays to 
all! 
Co.mmentary 
20th Century: A Checkpoint -
/ do not believe that the cul-
ture of Europe could survive the 
complete disappearance of the 
·Christian Faith. And I am con-
vinced of that, not merely 
because I am a Christian myself, 
but as a student of social biol-
ogy. If Christianity goes, the 
whole of our culture goes. Then 
you must start painfully qgain,· 
and you cannot put on a culture 
ready made. You must wait for 
the grass to grow to feed the 
sheep to give the wool out of 
which your new coat will be· 
made. You must pass through 
many centuries of barbarism. 
We should not live to see the 
new c_ulture, nor would our 
great-great-great grandchildren: 
and if we did, none of us would 
be happy in it.-from T.S. Eliot, 
Notes towards the Definition of 
Culture. 
We may not climb the Heav-
enly steeps, To bring the Lord 
Christ down; In vain we search 
the lowest deeps, For him no 
depths can drown. 
In beginning, I would like to 
say that a harsh judgement of 
our age should be mixed with 
compassion and pity, but a pity 
mixed with fear. Our Lord Jesus 
knows how to reach into the 
. depths of this age and save men 
and women whp have forgotten 
the principles of civilized con-
duct w.ho instead of teaching 
their children to say their "first 
fond prayers," are instead bar-
ring public prayer in schools, or 
even worse, breaking the sixth 
commandment . by committing 
the sin of abortion. 
, In the final v~rse of the hynin 
at hand Whittier says, "O Lord 
and Master of us' all,/Whate'er 
'our name or sign," - tha last 
cession to the cults developing at 
the end of the 19th century. 
Today, however, public i~tere~t 
in astrology and, other cult1c 
phenomena is growing at an 
alarming rate to the end that 
millions of lives are being 
destroyed-for, when Truth goes, 
love goes. --
"Our outward lips confess the 
name," says Wnittier - or do we? 
Eliot in 1949, remarked on the 
prevailing apostary in the work 
at hand. A generation later, 
· Francis Schaeffer wrote of the 
same problem-from a philoso-
phical point-of-view. (His death 
recently is untimely- he will be 
keely missed!) If any of us fear to 
turn to Jesus, for fear He will 
not accept us, let us remember 
the words of. Whittier: "But 
warm, sweet, tender, even yet/ A 
present help. is. ·he ... "-He will 
abundantly pardon and forgive. 
6regoF¥ G. MaUlis 
EH itJJ r-1 n-6 h i~I 
It has been a splendid year for me, being editor of this news-
paper. l have enjoyed it and despised it at the same time. I was 
warned about all the tr:ials and tribulations that can occur in one 
year, and I never believed any of them until it actually happened. 
I have not made many friends by being the editor of this paper, 
the job just wouldn't allow it. But the friends I did make (the 
staff especially) certainly make up for the others. We were and 
will continue to be a close group because we had to go through it 
all together. 
Although the staff of 1984 has brought this pa per a long way, 
there is still so much that could have been done. There are many 
ideas that never got off the ground because of the time element 
that was involved here. Given another year we could have done 
even more. Unfortunately it is time to step aside and let others 
experience the ups and downs of running a college newspaper. 
Before I write my final sentence in this column, there are 
many people to be thanked for the success of this newspaper 
over the last year. I would first like to thank Stuart Gardner, the 
Editor-ln-Chief that preceeded me. Without his· help and guf-
dance, my job would have been a lot tougher. Due to his 
hard work, The Comment began to head into the' right direction. 
His Managing Editor, Ed Huntress was also responsible for the 
improvements of the paper. These two made it very easy to step 
in and do the job. Roberta Bena has also been instrumental in 
the success of this newspaper. It is reassuring to· know that she 
will remain as secretary of the paper. She is the force that holds it 
together, and without her this paper would have no future. 
The paper has been staffed by some talented and dedicated 
members of the college community over the last year. I have 
hopefully established long term personal relationships with 
many including Kim Murphy, John Beaton, and Edwardo 
Donahue. They have made the job. fun at times, while sucky at 
others. Our friendships will last long after this issue is out. 
My final thanks go t_o my fiancee, Deb Santheson, who 
without her help and dedication to me, this paper wouldn't have 
been half of what it was. There were marry times when she 
wanted to quit but stuck it out until this final issue. I would like 
to thank her for her effort and not \et her forget that the time she 
spent here was valuable. 
Beginning in January, Carrie Ku\i.ck wi\\ take over as Editor. 
U nf ortunate\y we did not have room on the new~ pag,e to run an 
artic\e about her election, but shew\\\ take over an<l she wi\\ need 
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John Greenleaf Whittier, in 
one of his well. known hymns 
once wrote: 
word perhaps being an oversight 
or, regrettably, perhaos. _11 con- Robert J. Dawson 
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ntertainmen 
Trinity Rep Christmas Carol·s 
Presents Within "A ChAristmas 
Waiting for Godot Carol" 
The Robert S. Mello 
Memorial Fund of Bridge-
water State College is spon-
soring its first performance 
on Tuesday, December I 1, in· 
the Maxwell Library Lecture 
Hall of Bridgewater State 
College. 
The Trinity Rep Conserva-
torv of Providence, Rhode 
Isl~nd will perform Waiting 
for Godot in memory of 
Robert S. Mello, a J 983 grad-
uate of Bridgewater State 
College. who died in March 
of this year. An act.ive 
member of drama clubs both 
in high school and at Bridge-
water State, he had worked 
as a performer for the Child-
ren's Theatre in Boston and 
for Busch Gardens in Willi-
amsb~rg, Virginia. A .1979 
graduate of Plymouth High 
School, he also had worked 
as· an announcer for WPLM 
in Plymouth. 
The Trinity Rep Conserva-
tory will perform Samuel 
Beckett!s modern master-
piece, Waiting for Godot, in 
the Maxwell Library Lecture 
Hall on Shaw Road in 
Bridgewater. The~e will be a 
pre-show workshop and 
reception for invited guests. 
The performance, open to the 
public, will begin at 8:00 p.m. 
on Tuesday, December I I. 
Admission is free. For more 
·information, call 697.:.J 334. 
By Jeffrey Linehan 
Staff Writer 
"Every year, Christmas just 
seems to be starting earlier and 
earlier." That"s something we've. 
all said or heard at one time or 
another during the first few days 
of November. Actually, there's 
nothing wrong wit.h that con-
cept, as long as it's the Christ-
mas spirit that starts as soon as 
possible, and not the merchan-
dising. And in the end, it is that 
merchandising - or the cheap 
selling of Christmas, if you will-
that makes it that much harder 
for all of us to get in a yuletide 
mood. By the time the month of 
December rolls in, the majority 
of adult Americans are fed up 
with all the commercialization 
and ready to strangle the next 
salesperson who says "Merry 
Christmas" without an ounce of 
sincerity. 
But, no matter how much we 
alter Christmas to fit our own 
warped industrialized vision of 
it, Christmas will always hold on 
to its' original magic and charm. 
On Friday, November 30th, 
1984, the Student Unio.n Pro-
gram Committee brought some 
of that splendor to the Student 
Union Auditorium by present-· 
ing The Nebraska Theater Cara-
van fo a new version of Charles 
Dickens'· A Christmas Carol. 
When I say "new" version, I 
don't want to give the impres-
sion that the story has changed, 
because it hasn't. All the charac-
ters are there: Scrooge, Tiny 
Tim, Jacob Marley, and the rest 
The storyline is still faithful to 
Dickens, but author Charles 
Jones, who adapted A Christ-
mas Carol for stage, has added a 
new twist to this timeless tale by 
weaving Christmas carols into 
the story's fabric. 
Jones says this version of A 
Christmas Carol " .. .is not a 
musical comedy. The songs do 
not move the story forward; 
they stand apart completely 
separate from the text. Each 
song or carol was chosen for the 
dramatic atmosphere it contrib-
uted to the total evening." And 
they did just that. 
The sets were magnificent, 
and I'm sure I'm n.ot alone when 
I say it looked like.a giant three-
dimensional Christmas card. 
And like that Christmas card, it 
unfolded and shaped itself into 
something completely different 
for each scene, whether it was 
the glistening, snow-covered 
streets of London, Scrooge's · 
(con't p. 5) 
.• ·: ···:·.· .. ·.,.·,·•: .. ·•. ·.·,:, .. ·.: •. ·.· ... · •• ... ' ...•. ·.:··'.• .·.· •. :.•.:· .. ·,.·::··.,·.·:·,·~ ••. ,_ "··c,,.::.·.· .• ,' ..• ".'.·.'···· •• !~.··.·· S:.b .. V'a/1: .. The ( ·"• ·•:1'•• :it<"""'" ~' • •%<~~··•·.,..J,:·· '·. \•,,.4'1l!f,if~·· 
By Jeffrey Linehan an A-bomb was New.cl~us'. 
Staff Writer . The only group all night to be crowd in cheers of "some-
~ bold enough to use instru- body scream!" : 
mentsand not pre-recordings - Don't worry, everyone. ·===~====: · The New York City. Fresh (it is difficult to. reproduce Narcissism is alive and well 
Festivalfeaturingin concert live some of the funk sounds thanks to the efforts of Mr. 
Newcleus, The Fat Boys, made in a studio, but New- Kurtis Blow. When he wasn't 
Whodini, Kurtis Blow, and cleus proved it could be busy blowing his own horn, ===:===;==. 
'starring Run D.M.C. al done), this. crew had the Kurtis Blow was at his, best 
, Providence CiviC Center, whole house "wikki.,. when he· shut up and sang. 
Sunday Night, December 2. wik-king" in a matter of min- His DJ, the infamous A.J., 
utes. Cosmo. D, dressed in a should have kept the records 
They were all here; The bowler cap· and . sporting a spinning s_o Mr. Blow would 
nation's best breakdancers, shiny gold jumpsuit, rapped ·have to keep rapping. Non-
the world's best DJ's, and the ·his way beautifully through etheless, "The Breaks", 
finest bands performing "Jam On It", despite a sore "Eight Million Stories", 
street music today. If there throat. This band kills it. "A.J. Scratch'', and the all-
·a was ever an opportunity to Next up, with equal feroc- star salute to "Basketball" are 
! kill several birds with one ity to match N ewcleus, were all classic street songs. The i stone, now was the time to do the Fat Boys. Not only. were scary thing about his whole 
i=:=====.: it. Everything you always they fun to listen to, but they act is that you realize that it's 
wanted to know about funk were hysterical to watch in not an act- he really believes 
but were afraid to ask. Over- action. Instead of relying he is the greatest: 
powered by funk, as The heavily on taped music, the Finally, ·the. stars of the 
i=: Clash would put it. Three and . Fat Boys rernrned on stage show, Run - D.M.C., took1 
a half hours of moonwalking dressed in black and white the stage, and the house, by : 
·=:=~ and pop-locking. The N.Y.C. -- striped prison uniforms to storm. DJ Jam-Master Jay 
Fresh Festival was the ulti- perform their hit ''iailhouse· moved the ~wo tqughrappers 
:.· mate trip for every "home- . Rap~'. Like an Olympic from_ one song to the next. 
a====. boy" and "buffalo gal". It was Marathon team, they took ''It's Like That", "Hard 
a great time. the funk baton from New- Times", ''Thirty Days", and 
Last Sunday .night, a sell- deus and kept up the pace, thl!I Run - D.M.C. ·anthem 
~ out crowd of over 4,500 passing it onto a revved-up "Rock Box" had ever)'body 
: packed into the Providence Whodini. · • on their feet and moving (not i Civic Center. Dressed 'in CurrentlY' 'wqrki11g their to say anybody actually 
:.~==.· every possible combination ~· way up the charts with stopped d.ancing throughout' utilizing sportjackets, jump- "Friends", Whodfni took the - the show). . suits, ties, belts, and hats, the stage with the expertise of the Breakers Uptown Express, ! racially mixed crowd unified famous showman that is their Mag .Force, and especially 
=== together. and, "rocked the namesake. Breaking and rap- ~ The. Dyn~mic Breakers kept ! 
house". Sponsored by ping. through "Roxanne, the excited audience -enter~ . i 
i Swatch Watch, the .. festival• . Roxanne", and then leading tained bc;:tw~en sets. Allin all,. i 
i was a definite 'success, · us into the spooky "Haunted the . night wa(.every funk ; § undoubtfully opening the House of Rock", Whodini' fanatiC's dream·- come true, i. 
= doo, r for.,,man,·y·.·.sucli_' events: ... •·, ··~.~kept, in touch .with the However, 111 SC.ream if I ever F t' a· h' ' d. ' h'' ·, .. ' ' '' : • ,.·==== 
: . a . . oys, w :o ap.peare m t e New. Yi. ork. C}ty Fres.h Festiy. al .. i The first .band· to hit the · ! ,: audience, often times joking hear somebody say "someone 
i stfg;e. witl'PtiJi&titW C'il'e\f~l(fjf>·1< i around and leading the scream" again. . . . .. . .·. f; <, ?' ·~- . _, .. · . . . . J 




By John Marciano-· 
Staff Writer 
§ The Commuters, a hot new § =:~--- band out of Hartford, Connecti- ·_=; _cut, battled poor weather condi-tions to make it to Bridgewater -=~- · State College last Thursday, -~ 
December 16th. 
I_ The band, who originally wa~ =~-
5 hired to play from 11 :45 a.m. to 5 § 1:15 p.m. for the Commuter § 
5 Rock Buffet in the ballroom o~ 5 
§=- Thursday morning, was delayed 5== by snow which hit the Hartford 
5 area much harder than it did in 5 
·i 5 
5 the Boston area. Luckily the 5 § Program Committee recon- §l 
§ tracted the band to play in the § 
5 Rat from 4 to 7 in a special 5 
5 T.G.I.R. presentation the same 5 a s 
= day. = 
§ The five-member band, which S § consisted of a lead guitarist, bass ~ 
=
===; guitarist, drummer, keyboardist ==-~ 
and female lead vocalist, played 
a wide variety of Top 40 hits and 
§ Commuter originals. Among S § the Top 40 hits played were . § 
5
=5 selections from Talking Heads, = __ 5
The Go-Go's, Frankie Goes to 
§ Hollywood, Rod Stewart, and § 
§ The Del Fuegos (who will be at § 
5 BSC on January 3 I st, with Face 5 
S To Face). 5 ==~ All songs played by The Com- != 
muters, whether Top 40 or origi-
5 ~ 
!===~=~===-· ~ vocals. The band also had excel-lent enthusiasm and  conta
gious high energy level that 
made the late ·afternoon event =~==--
fun for all. 
= 5 inn 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111m11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111im 
'
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M M 
··~ Christmas f 
Carols 
(from p. 4). 
cold and dank bedchamber, or 
the Cratchit's small cozy cot- · 
tage. The costumes too were 
wonderful, festooned with tinsel 
and swirling with reds and 
greens. But it was the actors, 
especially John Foley as 
Scrooge, who carried the story. 
Dickens wrote it, but it was all of 
the cast, t~ny to 'mention 
here. that made A Christmas 
Carol a reality. 
Many thanks to Charles 
Dickens for preserving Christ-
mas in a time capsule, and many 
more to the Student Uniori Pro-
gram Committee for opening 
that package and making it 
available to us It's reassuring 
that we all can still be instilled 
with that ·original · magic and 
charm that is Christmas. 
Monday, December IO, 1984 The Comment s 
GARFIELD® by Jim Davis 
GARFl£U7/ I'M BACK FROM THE OH.NO! TJ.115 15 TE.RRIBLE'..1 
CONVENTION! WHE.RE. ARE GARFIELP n1DN'I r.r::,-
YOLJ, BIG-GLJY? ••• &ARFIELP?! OLIT OR ANYTHING:" LOCKEP 
DID HE, 0171 E.? 
L£T ME GIVE. YOU A HINI ... 
51T VP 51RAICsHT. PON'T TALK 
WITH YOUR MOUTH FOLL. 
WAK£ OP, 5LE.EPYl-tf.AD 
Need a break from finals? Here's 
some alternates to studying: 
Tuesday, Dec. 11: Lowgistics at 
The Paradise. 
Wednesday, Dec. 12: Johnny 
Winter at The Paradise; Dump-
truck, The Edge and Prime 
Movers at The Rat; The Nails 
and Red at The Channel. 
Thursday, Dec. 13: Motorhead 
at E.M. Loewe's; Massachusetts 
Rock, Against Racist'h Fifth 
Anniversary Concert For Unity 
at The Channel, featuring Jon 
Butcher Axis, Dub 7, and 
Hypertension; The Red Rockers 
Sunday:, Dec. 16; The Kinks and 
Tommy Shaw at Boston 
Garden. 
Monday, Dec. 17: The Dogmat-
ics at Jonathan Swift's'. 
Wednesday, Dec. 19: /-Tones at 
Jonathan Swift's; Greenpeace 
Benefit featuring The Dogmat-
ics, Scruffy The Cat, and Chain-
/ink Fence at The Rat. 
Thursday, Dec. 20: Roomful of 
Blues at Jonathan Swift's. 
Friday, Dec. 21; The Stompers 
at The Channel; Robin Lane at 
The Rat. 
Sunday, Dec. 30: Aerosmith at 
The Orpheum. . 
Monday, Dec. 31 (New Year's 
Eve):. Peter Wolf" at Worcester 
Centrum: Jon Butcher Axis at 
Scotch 'n: Sounds: Todd 
Rundgren at The Paradise; 
Aerosmith at The Orpheum; 
Fac.e-To-Face at The Channel. 
·~·and looking forward to 1985: : 
Wednesday, Jan. 2: The Bangles 
at The Paradise. 
Tuesday~ Jan. 15: Iron Maiden 
and Twisted Sisler at Worcester 
Centrum. 
' ·at Spit; Salem. 66 and Scruffy 
The Cat at Ju mpin' Jack Flash; 
Birdsongs of the Mesozoic at 
The Rat. 
Saturday, Dec. 22:The Fools at Have a wonderful vacation!!! 
Scotch 'n Sounds; 'Til Tuesday . 
Friday,, Dec. 14: New Models at 
The Channel; Barrence Whit-
field and The Savages at The 
Rat. 
Saturday, Dec. 15: Jerry's Kids 
at The Paradise· for an all-ages 
3:00 show; Gary U.S. Bonds at 
The Channel; The Fleshtones at 
The Rat; David Johansen at 
Scotch 'n Sounds; Plan 9 and 
The Dogmatics at Johnny D's; 
The Nelghborhoods at Jumpin' 
Jack Flash; The Stampers at 
Scotch 'n Sounds;·Ornette Cole-
man and Prime Time at Berklee 
Performance Center. 
at The Channel. 
Sunday, Dec, 23: Flipper at The 
Channel for an all-ages after-
noon show. · 
Tuesday, Dec. 25: MERRY 
CHRISTMAS!!! Visit • your 
relatives. 
Thursday, Dec. 27 through.Sat-
urday, Dec. 29: Tom Rush at 
Symphony Hall. 
Saturday, Dec. 29: Del Fuegos 
at The ·Rat; SSD. at The 
Paradise. Do you need a weekend job? 
·we need students to supervise 
Gymnastic Birthday Parties 
in Norwood or Newton. Call 
"769i'~l~O J9t W~lre;;lr:tf~~ 11 :11 
r 
~·. 




An exhibition of original pho-
tographs by John Coplans and 
Joyce Neimanas will be on view 
at the Clarence Kennedy Gallery 
from January 8 through Febru-
ary 16, 1985. 
entire composite picture. 
Although these constructed 
photographs are taken from 
common. domestic scenes, none 
of them are meant to illustrate 
actual life experiences. In part 
these complex images express 
Neimanas's desire to challenge · 
the traditional uses of 
photography. 
The photographs by John 
Coplans are large black-and-
white portraits made on Poia-
roid Positive/ Negative Land 
Film Type 55. Compositionally 
the portraits are simple and 
direct with two people presented, 
in each one. The relationship. 
between the subjects is unclear, 
and Coplans does not attempt to 
visually unite them as is often 
the case with studio portraiture. 
In fact, isolation of the two indi-
viduals is enhanced by having 
each sitter look into the lens. 
John Coplans is a former 
painter who in recent years has 
devoted himself , to photo-
graphy. He was Editor-in-Chief 
of Artf orum magazine from 
1971-76 and Director of the 
Akron Art Museum from 1978-
80. Joyce Neimanas is an Asso-
ciate Professor at the School for 
the Art Institute of Chicago. She 
received National Endowment 
for the Arts Fellowship Grants 
in 1978 and 1982. They both 
have been widely published and 
exhibited throughout the Uni-
ted States. 
_John Coplan's: "Dooley and Frederick" 
In contrast to the strikingly 
spare portraits of John Co plans 
are the kaleidoscopic collages of 
Joyce Neimanas. Working with 
the Polaroid SX-70 format, Nei-
manas incorporates dozens of 
prints in each 32x40-inch piece. 
She utilizes the characteristic 
white print borders to form a 
web-like configuration over her 
The Clarence Kennedy 
Gallery is open to the Public 
Tuesday through Saturday from 
I I :30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. There is 
no admission charge. 
U.S. Department of Transportation ~ 
DRINKING AND DRIVING 
CAN KILL A FRIENDSHIR 
Dr. Richard J. Warye, direc-
tor of the popular Bridgewater 
State College Children's Thea.., 
tre, has announced that audi-
tions for the 1985 production, 
Charlotte's Web, will be held in 
the_ Student Union Auditorium 
on Monday and Tuesday, Janu: 
ary 21 arid 22 (the first Monday 
and Tuesday of Second Semes-
ter) from 7 to 9 p.m. Tryol.its are 
open to·· all BSC students, and 
non-theater majors are espe-
cially invited to audition. Pro- . 
duction dates for Charlotte's 
Web will be Thursday, March 7, 
through Wednesday~ March 13, 
1985 (which includes the first ·. 
few days of the spring recess). A 
script for the play is on reserve in 
fhe Maxwell Library for Dr. 
Warye's class, CT-420 {Child-
ren's Theater) for anyone inter-
ested in reading it. 
Charlotte's Web is the six-
teenth annual production ofthe 
BSC ,Children's Theatre, which. 
annually- plays to more than 
8,000 South Shore children. At 
the present time, over 1,900 
children· from ten area schools 
have reservations to attend the 
performance. 
E.B. . White's prize-winning 
book was cited by the Children's 
Literature Asociation as "the 
best American· children's book 
of the past 200 years'", and 
Joseph Robinette has adapted it 
into a beautiful and perceptive 
play about friendship. · 
MOM, I OON'i RECOGNIZE. Tf.U'O 
PLACE.. I THOUGHT I WA'O BORN 
IN iHE KITCHEN OF AN lTALIAN 
R.E~TAURANI, 
FAIHE.R,TH.15 16 YOUF\ 
QRAND50N, GARFIE.LV'. 
Hf WILL BE.STAYING' 
WITH 05 F'OR A WHILE 
IF I HAVE. TO e>E A MOLJ5 ER 
TO 5TAY HERE, GRANPPA, 
I'.LL 00 IT! I HAVE MAP£ 
A NAME F'OR MYSE.LF IN 
THE M0061NG GAME. 
GARFIELD® by Jim Dayis 
11'5 ALL GONE.! W~E.RE.'5 Ti.IE. 
PASTA? THE PE.OPL£? TJ..IE 
PA5TA? THE. EX.CITE.MENT7-
HIE. PASTA? 
IF YOlJ'RE GOING 'fO 51AY 
HERE. eoY, YOU'RE GOING-
TO aE A MOOSER LIKE 
IHE REST OF 05 · 
ARRRGM!!! 
· PL£A6£/ PL£A5E 
PON'i MAKE 
ME EAT lT!, 
MAY0E THE.Y 
SWl1T'C.HE.0 
KITTEN':f IN i).IE 
60N, HlJH'? MATE.RNlfY WARP 
0 
0 
I'D RAiH E.R 5WALLOW MY 
PRIDE THAN THA1' M006E 
/ .' I • 
Fools Edition 
Bridgewater State College 
Christmas Lampoon Issue 
No really ... 
The Homecoming 
Queen Has A Gun 
Staff Scribe, eh? 
Chalk this. one to a case 
of life imitating art, but in 
this ~ase the results can be 
downright ugly, eh .. Com-
ment photographer Ed 
s CJ ·an rffiie';\,; tur~'' 
c~me upon BSC senior and photo lab . attendant who 
1984 Homecoming Queen suffered- a severley broken 
Kerry Kiley roaming the. left fingernail, Kiley· was 
halls of the Student Union dragged into the Pro·g:ram 
with a gun, this was a clear Committee office scream-
attempt at publicity fol-· ing "I did it for Ronnie!", 
lowing the song "I Shot the obviously referring to TVs 
Opie, Rdhnie Howard. 
According to witness John 
Beaton, who managed to 
hide himself in the sink, 
Kiley caught ,Donahue 
.. ready to take her picture, 
pointed the gun and fired. · 
Donahue suffered a rup-
tured F-stop and a cracked 
shutter · release he was 
taken to the K Mart Auto-
motive Department where 
he is listed as down a quart 
and in need of new wipers. 
The. whole Bridgewater 
Community was shocked 
as news spread across the 
campus,' many said· Kerry_. 
was so quiet, so nice, "Why 
would she frweak owt?", E. 
• 
Fudd asked~ no one . . · . · 
knows, Kiley was taken to ... And wit~ that cute smile of hers, s.he plugged the 
the· -Westgate Mall Brad- . sucker w'th lead. (Last photos by .f d Donahue) 
These gripping photos detail the crime as Kiley is 
surprised by photographer Ed Don~hue . .. · · .. ·· .. 
lee's for consumer aware-- chosen to represent each· 
ness. tests and therf on to state in the ·finals, good 
Sullivan Stadium for the luck, Kerry, knock 'em 
ultimate in torture freat- dead! 
merit, a .Pats ·game. 
Reports are Circulating 
that this is a nationwide 
epidemfo;,, with one finalist 
· Hunters"! Get Off' a.Good Start with these 
··-
The Cf>mQaent 
Mass Hysteria Grips s·sc 
By Kimmie "'Anything Goes 
With Vodka" Murphy 
Lush, I mean News Editor 
Mass hysteria grips BSC -
the likes of which have not been 
seen since they served fried cod 
tails for three consecutive nights 
at Tilly. After the announce-
ment in last weeks The No-
Comment that Section 32 has 
retired, students, faculty, and 
administration alike have been 
gripped with a sense of such 
grief and remorse, that the 
streets of Bridgewater have been 
filled with people who have all 
but given up the will to live. 
A reported 3,000 people and 
two dogs showed up late Thurs-
day night outside the offices of 
The No-Commentto hold a can-
dlelight vigil for the return of 
their beloved Section 32. The 
leader of this group, who wished 
only to be identified as one ML-
President-Of-The-School, (or 
A. R. to his· close, personal 
friends) was seen sobbing pro-
fusely on the shoulder of the co-
ordinating seceretary of this 
group, one Bambi LaSalle. 
(Bambi's act can be seen every 
Tuesday and Thursday night at 
Alex's. Just ask for Steve). In an 
interview with Mr. P.O.T.S .. he 
Frost 
stated that the wish ~f the group 
was to reinstate the column. The 
group had also sent a letter to 
the column's author, Jack Mur-
ray, expressing their wish for 
him to continue his more than 
brilliant article. However, if this 
wish is not met, ·Mr. P.0.T.S. 
said that he could not rule out 
drastic actions in order to get the 
article 'reinsta.ied: "We can be 
radical· to ya' know; I've ·seen 
pictures of Woodstock - don't 
think werejust going to sit out 
here in the cold, freezing our 
%¢&* off, holding these stupid 
little candles. We are working 
on an Elludium II P-36 Space 
Modulator in the Chemistry 
labs right this very second. And 
don't think that we won't use it, 
either. So there. Na-Na-Na!" 
When the author of Section 
32 was finally reached for com-
ment on this potentially danger-
, ous situation, all that Mr. 




f I' ' ' · ..·. ' .oo you. 
Now showing in 
The· Rat and other 
fine theaters. 
another double Tanqueray and 
Tonic with extra lime please". 
But, not all students really 
want to see Section 32 back on 
the newstands. A small minor-
ity, who call themselves Stu-
dents For A Less Tacky BSC(or 
SAL TY BSC) have campaigned 
strenuously to make sure that 
Section 32 buys the farm for 
good. Goud Rhinestone, his 
wife Steve, and their dog Des-
mond Tutu, are the leaders of 
this aesthetically savage, but 
manly, band. Goud and Steve, 
who own and run Pinky's Place 
have been waiting for this 
moment for many, many 
moons. "I just could't stand 
reading that drivel any more! I 
mean, it was great for Desmond, 
at least he had the paper to go 
on, but the rest of us .. :we actu-
ally had to read that crap week 
after bloody week! Yech! Who 
-really cares about the Patriots 
anyway (I would rather go to a 
basketball game, and Steve 
would rather go to a hockey 
game, the idiot) - clearly not 
the Sullivan family, any person 
with intelligence higher than 
your average garden slug, and 
certainly not us! Besides, he 
never mentioned my name in his 
article once, the little 
*(*&(~!'.!!!!!!" SALTY BSC 
plans on passing out leaflets in 
an attempt to inform the student. 
body and his mother, that M ur-
ray is actually a communist who 
enjoys pulling the legs off of 
small insects while watching the 
continuing adventures of Turbo 
Teen~ So far the grol!P has 
received no response from M ur-
ray, but has heard from the 
C.I.A. and the I.R.S. 
The No-Comment wishes Mr. 
Murray the best in his pursuit of 
double Tangueray and Tonics 
with extra lime, and urges Mr. 
P~O.T.S. to clean up all ·of that 
waxy build up in front of our 
office door. Also, the jaccuzzi 
has not been running at all in top 
form, Smithers the Butler and 
Simone the Bartender are 
demanding raises. Please do 
something about this -youjust 
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1 2 3 4 
5 6. 7 8 9 10 11 
12 13 14 15 ·16 17 18 
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
26 27 28 29 30 -
Pa.rty All Night Long at 
J>i.nky•s l'lace 
Q:/ BUILD YOUR HOME 
PATIO 
STORAGE DINE BOOKS 
10'• 131-411 
GARAGE 
21'- a"x 201-611 
DINING RM. 
141x 13 1-3" 
FAMILY RM 
22'-5 "x 13'- 4" 
LIVING RM 








15'-4" x 12'·9" 
MASTER 
BED RM 
15'-4' l 16 '- 3" 
First Floor 1,398 Sq. Ft. 
Superb brick and stucco Tudor 
design ·with living quarters 
including family room with fire-
place and library corner, adja-
cent to roomy kitchen and lun-
cheon area. 
The main covared porch entran-
ce gives access to lovely foyer 
which includes two clothes 
closets, also staircase to secoi:id 
floor and access to living room 
~nd d.ining room. All facilities 
access doors. 
Upstairs, you may choose from 
four or five bedroom plans, one 
bathroom servicing the master 
bedroom and another bathroom 
in hall, with double sink servicing 
other bedrooms. Notice that all 
bedrooms have either two win-
dows or a ·double window. Two 
door garage with plenty of stora-
ge space and work area. Plan 
available with basement only. 
--~ond~c:._ __ 1-::_~q.·Ft.------~-----
BUILD YOUR HOME. P.O. Box 870. Plattsburg N.V. 12901 
0 Enclosed is $3.00 each for_Visiplan no. ES-127 
0 Enclosed is $4.95 each for __ copies of 112 page color book 
0 Enclosed is $98.00 for one set of plan no. ES-127 
0 Enclosed is $125.00 for two sets of plan no. ES-127 
0 Enclosed is $140.00 for four sets of plan no. ES-127 
0 Enclosed is $185,00 for seven sets of plan no. ES-127 
(ALL PRICES INCLUDE l?OSTAGE AND HANDLING). 
$---$ __ _ 
$---$ __ _ 
$ __ _ $ ____ _ 
TOTAL$---
Enclosed is my E:;I Check O Money order payable to Build Your Home 
Please print in block lettera 
PLEf~~~~~ow NAME --------------------
FOR DELIVERY STREET _:._-~----------------




·The following is provided in the event a student misses a class 
and lacks the opportunity to speak directly with the instructor. 
Simply place a check beside the appropriate reason for the 
absence and forward the form through campus mail to the 
instructor. 
1. I overslept. 
2. My car failed to start. 
3. My ride forgot to pick me up. 
4. My ride can only bring me to school at the hour following 
your class. · _ 
5. My only ride leaves for home the hour before your class. · 
6. I didn't think you were going to say anything important 
today. DID YOU? . 
. 7. My car was totaled in an accident and all the passengers 
were seriously hurt. (Don't worry; I was .uninjured.) 
8. My grandmother died again this year. 
9. I couldn't find your classroom .. 






PPD-395 - Purple Terrorism - How to run a government 
unsuccessfully. Points to be stressed will be: 1) How to try to 
control the press; 2) Self-Love; and 3) Illiteracy. To betakenfor 
three credits. Permission of the SGA required for registration. 
AU.:.554-Brick Laying- The new fashions of the 1985 season 
will be highlighted in this course for the totally insane. These 
fashions include: Brick necklaces and Male dresses. To be taken 
for no creqits. BYOB. 
SC-887 -E/itest Etiquette-All you ever wanted to know about 
folding your napkin but were afraid to ask. Guest speaker will be 
Emily Post. Other highlights include: 1) How to love yourself 
and let everyone know it and; 2) Wearing suits properly. Taken 
for seven credits with permission of VP Deep. 
KP0-443 - Basket Weaving - For women only. The basic 
concepts of basket weaving. Take it or leave it. If you can sit 
through this you can sit through anything. 69 Credits. 
CA·666-Devil Worshipping-This course will be divided into 
three parts. The first part of the semester will concentrate on 
drawing pentagrams. The second part on lighting candles, and 
the third on speaking in reverse English. Taken for 13 credits. 
Permission of The Comment required. 
PBS-7700 - Kite Flying - The basic aerodynamics of kite 
flying; Stressed will be: I) proper string length; 2) coordination 
of feet and brain and 3) How to beat Ms. Pac Man. Also 
emphasized will be the proper spelling of Rondileaaae, Rondi-
lere, Rondileau!! Taken for 0 credits. 
BT-001 - Verbiage Jlitriolicus - Since its inception almost 
four years ago, this course has emphasized written and oral 
communication skills aimed at offending College leaders as well 
as colleagues. Some legal knowledge required, with consent of 
Governor.King. 4 credits. Since this is a topical studies course, it 
ma be re eated for additio:na1 credit with the ermission. of 
SS-100 - Doublespeak - Pre-requisite for those seeking a 
major in Education and a minor in Public Adininistration. 
Develops innate abilities in areas whiCh include half-truths, 
cultivation of apple-polishers, and police state tactics. In dept
1
h 
attention is given to creating organized confusion and political 
coups d'etats. Required text, History of the Janus Face($2.00 in 
B&N; $20.00 in BSC Bookstore). 
AC-533 - Job Security: Methods and Madness- Previously 
AC-555, this course was recently revised for increased effective-
ness, Points stressed are: The Chair, The Bargaining Unit, the 
$~&Jing Administration, St-t-t-t+u-d. ... and their respect1ess 
roles in ensuring job security for th~ profs. There is no syllabus 
_ and student attendance is neither expected, desired or required. 
1() The C()mment 
Sports 
Billy Ball Hits Bridgewater 
By Anders Hedberg 
Sports Sleditor 
In a surprise announcement 
today, Bridgewater State Col-
lege Athletic Director Bo Rug-
gerio has named former Twin, 
Tiger, Ranger, Yankee(twice) 
and A's manager Billy Martin as 
the school's new baseball coach. 
Martin, in a telephone interview 
with me from Dannamorra, said 
he is going for any job he can 
get, while still being very dis-
creet about it. "I contaeted the 
· Zips of Akron University and 
they weren't interested, I've 
managed the A's, so the Bears 
seemed to be a logical choice", 
the fiery~ Martin said. Asked 
how long he would stay at BSC, 
Martin replied, "You never 
know, I may get a call from Vir-
ginia University to coach the 
Cavaliers after I get good here, 
you never know . ., Martin is cur-
rently serving a term at term at 
Dannamorra Prison in New 
York chaPged with assault and 
battery on a Plattsburgh, NY 
girl scout who relused to give 
Martin a free cookie to sample, 
Martin will begin coaching 
duties when his prison term 
expires. Bridgewater Girl Scout 
Troop I-495 is planning to 
picket the school as a result of 
the school's decision. 
We Do The 
Dirty Work 
Right now we're offering 
special pre-season rates. 
We'll quickly and cleanly re-· 
move d_angerous creosote 
build-ups. Prevent fires now! 
~ 2704 SEP'82 
~---------------------------------------------
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Lost and Found 
The Office of Student Services has multiple books, notebooks; eyeglasses, a hair 
brush, pair of gloves, an umbrella, a man's watch and a ring which ~ere a_ll found_ in 
Boyden Hall. Please stop by our office and identify your lost article(s) and claim 
some. 
The Philosophy Club 
The Philosophy Club will be holding a discussion session in the Rathskeller on 
Wednesday, 12 December. This will be an opportunity to talk thing~ o~er and 
sharpen up for finals in Philosophy courses.You can also do a littl~ unwind.mg now 
that classes are over. Anyone, like " ... Socrates, who is an exceptional hem~, and 
able either to drink or to abstain ... " (Plato, the Symposium), can stop by to sit and 
talk. If you are taking a Philosophy course, or just enjoy philosophy, this session 
will be useful and enjoyable. The Rat opens at 4:00 - see you there. _ 
Bridgewater Alumni Days At The Bookstore 
On Monday, December 17 and Tuesday, December 18, the College Bookstore 
will be assisting the Bridgewater Alumni Association in reaching its $ IO?.OOO 
Annual fund goal. The Bookstore's parent company, Colle~e S~ores _Associate~, 
will be donating the pr·ofit from any Bridgewater State mscnbed items. This 
includes items such as clothing, stationary, keychains, pens, notebooks. ~nd glass-
ware. If you are planning on purchasing these items, you can ~elp the Bndgewate~ 
Alumni Association reach its goal and suppqrt the scholarship and other alumm 
assisted projects by making your purchase on Monday, December 17 or Tuesday, 
December 18 at the Bookstore in the Student Union. 
Vernon Jarriet Lectures 
The Student Union Program Committee will be presenting a lecture with co-
moderator of Meet the Press Vernon Jarriet, on February 6th, to help celebrate 
Black History month. Tickets'are $2 for BSC students, $3 forthe public. Tickets are 
available at the S.U. Info booth. 
Disabled Students Need You 
The Disabled Student Service Office is in need of readers with good communi?a-
tion skills to record textbook information for visually impaired and learning 
disabled students attending Bridgewater State College. . ' . 
Please contact the Disabled Student Service Office for more mformation at 
697-1208. 
Monday, December 10, 198i' The -Co~ment 11 
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J 12s Broad St. Hairstyling Bridgewater, MA. : 
I 697-9637 I 
- I I Anniversary Sale 1 I WASH*CUT*BLOW-DRY HAIRCUT I 
I (Re:~:~F:::,:o:n . :~i:;:. Sat. 7::::.:5. :~3: :50J J 
n must be presented. Offer expires 12-15-84 
________ ..., ____________ _ 
For Sale: 79 Subaru GL, Good con-
dition, Four Wheel Drive, Roof 
Rack, New Brakes and clutch, silver 
with blue stripe. $2300 or best offer. 
Call 295-1401. 
For" Sale: 4 Niton Radials P-185-70~ 
HR-13, Good for 20,000 miles, $60 
for the set. STYX Lacrosse Attack 
stick, 27" Practically brand new, $30 
(negotiable). If interested call Mark 
a:t 697-0132. 
Room for. Rent: in private home with 
. family in Lakeville. Non-smoking 
female. Kitchen privileges. Referen-
ces please. $50 a week. Call Sue at 
947-5 369. 
For Sale: Technics AM-FM Stereo 
Receiver SA-20 3, 30 watts. Good 
condition w/ Realistic Shelf Mount 
Speakers. $100 or B.O. Call 697-
14 3 \, or 828-528 3. 
For Sale: Colecovision console with 
these Game Cartridges: Donkey 
Kong, Carnival, Mousetrap, Donkey 
Kong Junior, Venture, Gorf and 
Cosmic Avenger. In excellent condi-
t~on. Call 584-2227 after 5 p.m. 
For Sale: X-Country skis, boots and 
poles; tennis racket; golf clubs with· 
bag; typewriter; camera; and con-
struction tools. Also _January 14 sel-
ling \\\Vagon for $250.00. Ideal for 
commuting. Call Phil at 2 38-0872 
for more info. 
For Sale: '75 Duster, good condition, · 
no rust, AM/ FM radio with 4 speak-
ers. New snow tires current inspec-
tion sticker. 697-1860 ask for Frank. 
~.·· .un IJUl*A1llUJIDUI JI.I UUI 11!llJll 1ll.H lllUllld rr · 11n 1 ;u 111 r 11 1mr11 11ra · n r ff ,- lUtrn f . T . 1lllll•IJIU"ltllllMIJll ll§HJlllQUF 0111 ii 
For Sa\e: RCA. Portah\t.:, B\ack and 
rm: ·nn 1 •nrn ur•• 1111111111111 11. Jd'i •••11 11111 
dition. $40~ Ask for Debi in Pope 
Hall Room 138. 
I ~ . . 
Newton-Wellesley Hospital 
SCHOOL OF 
NU Rs 'NG 2014WashingtoriStreet Newton, MA 0216:; 16171964-2800 





Two-year program , weekdays, 
Sept.-June. 
Men and women students 
Day care available for children 
March 28 May,23. 
Allen·Riddle Hall 
Associated with Regis College 
Challenging; accelerated curriculum 
Outstanding Ii.censure results 
Credit for previous college experience 
Call 964-2800, ext. 2538 for more information 
ious volunteer programs at the Mas-
sachusetts Hospital School, a school 
for physically disabled youngsters in 
Canton. Please call Marcia Shapiro 
at 828-2440 ext. 399. 
For Sale: Kenwood KX530 cassette 
player with Dolby. $120.00. Call 697-
3292 
For Sale~ 1980 Camaro, automatic, 6 
cylindar, AM/ FM, with cassette, 
Excellent condition, $5000.' CaH 826-
8943. 
For Sale: 1982 Camaro, black with 
maroon interior, 30,000 miles. 4 
cylinder, 4 speed, 25 mpg. $6500.00 
or best reasonable offer. Ask for 
. Todd 884-1414 ·{days) 545-3407 
(evenings). 
For Sale: 198-0 Mercury Zephyr, 6 
cylinder, new tires, well maintained. 
Excellent Condition. $2750.00. Call 
697-1277 or 934-6727 and ask for 
Peter. 
For Sale: Bundy E-Flat Acto Saxo-
phone in super cond. Great for any 
level player! $275 firm. Call 848-
5545; ask for Mike. 
Airplane Rides: Over the college and 
along the coastline. Surprisingly · 
inexpensive. Call Tony. at 697-4846. 
For Sale: 1975 IFR Piper PA28-140 
King Radios, 2950 Pi; 950SMOH 
NDH, New wingtips. Fresh annual 
pe.rfect 4 place aircraft for$] 3,900 or 
b.o .. <:all Dave Madden 326-4614. 
($1 OOO:commission offered). 
For Sale: 1976 Dodge Aspen 
Wagon-terrific condition, needs no 
repairs.' PS/ PB, stereo, roof racks. 
~1ust be seen. $1700.00 or B.Q. s;,alL1~ ·~44:'.'J-2313 or 447.;.2781. 
For Sale: 1914 Honda 550 Four. 
Good condition and extremely 
dependable. $650. Call Mike·at 697-
5436 after 7:00 pm weeknights if 
interested. 
For Sale: RCA Black and White Por-
table T. V. Perfect Condition. Best 
Offer!"See Debi in Pope Hall Room 
138. 
For Sale: '78 ·Ford Granada, 6 
cylinder, 4 drive, light blue with gas 
shocks, AM/ FM, wire wheels, new 
brakes and tune-up. Excellent condi~ 
· tion. $1900.00 or best offer. Call 963~ 
0868. 
For Sale: Marantz stereo receiver, 
Gold series. New in box. $ I00.00. 
Call Jim at 767-2324. 
Fpund: In Grove Street Building. A 
woman's ring. Two st.one setting. 
Inquire at Affirmative Action Office. 
Service: DJ's "The Mixmasters". All 
occasions, all types of music, from 
50's to 80's. Very affordable and a 
great time for all. Call 697-5420 or 
587~57QJ. 
Attn. Pilots: Single Engine simulator 
and CFII/ ATP available for instru-
ment trai-ning, check rides, or instru-
ment competency checks. B.S.C. 
student rate for simulator and 
instructor. Only $30/ hour. Call 364-
5614. 
For Sale: AM-FM Realistic Stereo 
w /cassette and 8-track, two speak-
ers. $250.00 or B.O. Call .Lisa Marie. 
697-9862, Rm JO after 7:00 p.m. 
Found: A ring in the Commuter 
Parking Lot on Wednesday 
November 21. Contact Marylin at 
697-149 I. 
12 :fhe ·comment Monday, December l0,:··f9g4 
Accounting Club 
Wishes To Thank 
Speaker 
; Michael B. Tobin, Vice-
i>:resident of Finance at Chris-
t)l'i's Markets,Inc., recently 
vf~ited Bridgewater· State Col-
lege in hope of enlightening 
accounting students to the 
Becker Review CPA prepatory 
course. Answering everyone's 
qrtestions, he made the students 
more aware of what an accoun-: 
tmnt does and what the CPA 
attempting it, fresh out of col-
lege. All of the members of the 
~accounting and Finance Club 
would like to thank Mr. Tobin 
and the representative of Becker 
Review, Susan Knight, for spar-
ing their time to help. the stu-
... elam entails. Tobin himself, 
passed the exam his first time 
. dents at ~Bridgewater State 
College prepare for their 
futures. all new Accounting club 
members are welcome. The club 
will begin on the first Thursday 
after Christmas Break at 11 :00 
a.m. in L-238. 
OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT 
WORLD-SIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN AND WOMEN! 
J.:\PAN · EUROPE - AFRICA - AUSTRALIA - THE SOUTH 
PACIFIC-SOUTHAMERICA-THE FAR EAST. 
EXCELLENT BENEFITS. HIGHER SALARIES AND WAGES! 
PREE TRANSPORTATION! GENEROUS VACATIONS! 
;\fore than 300,000 Americans 
-- not including members of 
the armed services - are 
now living overseas. These 
people are engaged in nearly 
evorypossible activi-
ty ... construction, engineer-
ing, sales, transportation, 
:H~cretarial work, acco'U.n-
t.\ng, manuhct:uring, oil 
, , , 'l ·o-,-·. • • 
Japan, Africa, The South 
Pacific, The Far East, South 
America ... nearly every part · 
of the free world! 
( 3). Companies and 
Government agencies 
employing personnel in n~ar­
ly every occupation.. from 
the unskilled laborer to the 
college trained professional 
.. ~ 
mnny are earning $2,000 to 
:~;l,fiO(I per month ... or more! 
To allow you th(,' op-
po.r tun Hy to apply .for 
o\·erseas employment, - we 
'.lHVC' researched and compi.1-
t>d a neV:· and e;xciting direc- · 
1.or:v on overseas , employ-
ment .. Here is just a sample 
nf what our Internation.al 
Employment Directory 
COVf'fS. 
l. 1 j; · Our International 
Employment Directory lists 
dozens of cruise ship· com-
panie,s, both on the east an.d 
west' coast. You will be told 
what type of positions the 
cruise ship companies hire, 
such a5 dec'k hands, 
restauqi.nt help, cooks, 
bartenders, just to name a 
few. You will also receive 
several Employment Ap-
plication Forms that you 
may send directly to the 
companies you would like to 
work for. · 
(2). Firms and organiia-
tions employing all types of 
p ersonne 1 in Aus tr a 1i a, 
, . ,~~~/;,, ;.r'.: ,~ ~" .· ~ "'' .• lrms and orgamza- · 
tions engaged in foreign con-
struction projects, manufac-
turing, mining, oil refining, 
engineering, sales, services. 
teaching, etc., etc. 
(5). How and where to ap-
ply for overseas Government 
jobs. 
(6). 'Information about 
summer jobs. 
( 7). You will receive our 
Employment Opportunity 
Digest. .. jam-packed with in-
formation about curreq..t job 
opportunities. Speciar sec· 
tions features . news· ol 
-overseas. construction pro-
jects, executive positions 
and teaching opportuniti~. 
90 Day Money· 
Back Guarantee 
Our International Employ-
ment Directory is sent to you 
with this guarantee .. If for 
any reason you do not obtain 
overseas employment or you 
are not satisfied with the job 
offers.;.simply return our 
Directory. within 90 days and 
we'll refund your money pro-
mptly ... no questions asked. 
ORDER FORM 
International Employment Directory 
131 Elma Dr. Dept. T21 
Centralia, WA 98531 
Please ·send me a, copy ·or. your International Employment 
Directory. I understand that I may use this information for 90 
days and if I am not satisfied with the res\lltS, I may return 
your Directory for an immediate refund. On that basis l'm 
enclosing $20.00 cash .... check .... or money order~ ... for your 
Directory. 
NAME~~~~~----:~-:--:--~-~~~~ 
please print , 
ADDRESS~-----..,.__-APT # ···----'· 
; CITY : S'J;A'f,E ZIP 
\:Kt~ .~~~~.n.ati~.~,~~.~ffif\WYqi,~~t. mre.c~8f*.~~¥ 
To Thank Our Many 
Loyal Custoiners 
we're offering the following 
SUPER SPECIAL 
(For Orders to go only!) 
Buy any 3 Grinders at regular price, receive 
one Italian or American or Sausage or Meatball 
LARGE SIZE GRINDER 
FREE 
OFFER GOOD UNTIL JANUARY 15, 1985 
CAMPUS PIZZA 
IT 
MAKES A BIG DIFFERENCE! 
FOR PEOPLE WHO APPRECIATE HOMEMADE 
FO,OD· AND DEMAND HIGH QUALITY 
TRY US 
·*SUPER HOT GRINDERS *GARDEN SALADS *HOMEMADE SPAGHETTI 
CAMPUS PLAZA, BRIDGEWATER 697 -3336 
Sigma Chi Receives 
·Peterson Award 
-· Congratulations are in order 
for tlie Sigma Chi fraternity. 
Sigma Chi recently received the 
most prestigeous award given to 
any Sigma Chi chapter, the 
Peterson A ward. The Peterson 
A w.ard is given to a chapter 
. based 6n its overall excellence. 
Here at Bridgewater State Col-
SPRING BREAK 
Help SP,.onsor your 
Ft. Lauderdale trip and you · 
go· for. FRE.E! 
LUV the Sun? 
7 nights I 8 days 
in Ft. Lauderdale . 
from $109°0 
= 6Wfo•·'4 . =-
(800) 368-2006 TOLL FREE 
lege, it is ·an honor to have a -
fraternity receive an award that 
ranks withthe best in the nation 
At the award ceremony, 
Sigma Chi presented President 
Adrian Rondileau with a check 
to start a scholarship fund in the 
name of the late Mrs .. Martha 
Denison Rondileau. A plaque 
WINTER 
BREAK 
Join 2000 other 
- college students. for a 
winter break .ski fest at 
Killington-from $17781 
(800) 361·2006 TOLL FREE 
was given with the names of fhe 
Sigma Chi brother who h~s 
achieved exceptional academic 
standing. Each year a new 
brother's name will be added to 
the list. The brothers achieving 
such outstanding academic 
achievement to date are Phil 
Jackson and Chris Sheedy. 
Building Supervisor -
part-time, responsible 
person to supervise/close 
bldg. First aid/CPR skills 
preferred but not necessary. 
Apply at: 
E. Bridgewater Famlly 
YMCA 
835 Plymouth St. 
E. Brldg•water, Ma••· 
Sociology Clu Tours MCI 
Possibility f Internships 
The Sociology Club spon-
sored a trip to the Massachu-
setts Correctional Institution at 
Framingham on December 4th. 
Fifteen students, mostly concen-
trating in Criminlogy, made the 
trip, touring the facility with two 
members of the MCI staff. 
M Ci Framingham is the 
second oldest institution for 
adult female offenders in the 
United States. There are about 
266 women there who occupy 
four cottages, including one 
honor cottage, a modular unit 
installed in 1983 to house the 
increased prison population, 
and a hospital unit. All of the 
inmates· have jobs. Silk screen-
ing and microfilming are the 
principal prison industries, 
while flag making continues to 
employ some., Inmates; prepar-
ing them for stitchery work. 
The Education Department 
T 
By Group #5 
Barnett s Developing Creativity 
Starting the spring semestu 
of 1985, an improved system of 
informing students of teacher 
absences will begin. The pur-
pose of this system is to inform 
the students of an absence prior 
to class so their time won't be 
wasted and can be put to pro-
ductive se. Teacher ab ence 
include3 an electronics course, 
college courses, language, busi-
ness machines, cosmetology and 
art classes. Basic education, sup-
plementary academic instruc-
tion irl math, reading and 
writing, high school equivalency 
instruction, computer literacy, 
correspndence courses, and hor-
ticulture are also among the 
educational programs offered 
inmates. The library includes a 
collection of I 0,000 books rang-
ing from poetry to mysteries, 
cassette and 35mm programs,. 
newspapers and a complete law 
library. 
There are many programs 
available for the women, includ-
ing one where children are 
allowed to visit a mother with 
complete privacy during the 
day, a parenting cen.ter, a child-
ren's general visiting and play 
area. the purpose of this pro-
will be read daily by WBIM, our 
college radio station, starting at 
8:40 am until 3:00 ·pm. These 
announcements will air 20 min-
utes before the hour and then on 
the hour. Also a listing a·f pro-
fessor absences will be recorded 
and kept available at the Stu-
dent Union Information Booth 
for all students who wish to 
inquire if a specific professor is 
absent for that day. 
Students of BSC need to be 
gram is to support a parent-
child relationship through the 
years of institutionalization. 
Special groups meet on sub-
stance abuse, including one 
group which facilitates com-
munity re-entry. Chapter 777 of 
the Massachusetts Law of 1972 
allows inmates to reside .in a 
community base setting. Pre-
release or. community expe-
rience is available to women at 
MCI Framingham. . 
The President of the Sociol-
ogy Club, Juanita Cope, 
expressed an interest in an inter-
ship at the institution, which 
would be offered through the 
Criminology Concentration in 
the Sociology Department. 
Interested students can contact 
her in the . Sociology depart-
ment. 
The Sociology Club 
to be 
aware and help implement this 
new idea. Without the student's 
and faculty's support togetli.er, 
nothing will be accomplished. 
It is your valuable time, 
energy and money that could 
possibly be was-ted, so take a 
concern in what goes on. The 
professors are here to serve as 
educators and if they are not 
showing ·up for their classes, 
then the wheels of learning are 
slowed down. 
Introducing Chi Alpha 
I want to introduce you to a 
group on campus which .you 
may have heard of before, Chi 
Alpha. The words Chi Alpha are 
taken from the Greek meaning 
"Christ sent ones". We are a 
Christian fellowship which pro-
vides encouragement to one 
another through prayer, scrip-
ture and care, we all grow 
together and learn from each 
other in our persuit of a Chris-
tian lifestyle no matter what 
your religious background may 
be isn't our concern. Our con-
cern is to share and study the 
Bible, New and Old Testament 
and to find out how we can 
apply the scriptures to our ever-
yday lives - wouldn't you like to 
be part of Chi Alpha? We meet 
in the Plymouth County Room 
·across from the Info. Booth at 
11 :00 a.m. on Thursday. Bring a 
friend. We also have a bulletin 
board behind the Bookstore 
door when it is open, where 
p events and Bible verses are 
posted. Check them out. Look 
for our Easter concert next 
semester, where we will be host-
ing a Christian Rock Band. 
Good luck on finals and have a 
Merry Christmas and a Happy 
New Year. · 
Xenakis Speaks at BSC 
By Gregory P. Gelineau 
Contributing Writer 
The well known radio person-
ality Allen P·.· Xenakis M.D., 
SC.D, came to Bridgewater 
State College on Wednesday 
Dece111ber 5th. Xenakis does .a 
radio''· talk show on WRKO · 
entitled "Health - Your Best 
Friend". He came to speak at 
Dr. Fitzpatrick's Health Profes-
sions class about the impact of 
HELP WANTED: PAR~ 
TIME position available for 
college· student to r~present travel 
.company on . campus. Earn 
comn:ii~sion, free travel and work 
experience. Contact: 
Beachcomber Tours, . Inc, 
1325 Millersport: Highway, . 
Williamsville, New York 
14221 (716) 632-3723 
health information on the daily 
listener. Xenakis started off by 
telling us how radio uses deliber-
ate and non-deliberate 
approaches on getting across 
Health Care messages. The 
effects of the message on the 
public works as either a change 
agent or a reinforcer to their 
own beliefs. Xenakis went on by 
explaining why different Health 
Campaigns fail, and how . to 
make. them succeed. He 
explained the four main reasons 
for this failure to us. First, most 
Health Care campaigns af:G non-
pragmatic; they are short run, 
one time efforts, while· the 
behavior change they are 
designed to induce must con-
tinue in·the long run~ The benefi- -
cial effects of the recommended 
behavior change are not"imme-
diately apparent to the consu-
mer; either. And, most Health · 
Car<;: ~ampaign~ .fail t<? identify 
· market segments,.· w!thin the 
total. audien~e who require dif- " 
Jeren:(~ommuni~a,tjpn. ap.pn>~:~ 
ches in line with their specific 
needs. He: ended off his talk by 
discussing his own effective-way 
of getting his message across to 
his listeners. Allen's show pres-
-ently is aired on 238 radio sta-
tions throughout 40 states. 
I must-say.that Allen Xenaki's 
talk was very informative and a 
pleasure to attend .. He is an 
intelligent man who adds a little 
humor ·:to his work, and knows 
how ·to catch and keep his 
au,diences attention. I tho-· 
roughly . enjoy~d Dr. Xenakis' 
visit · and would like to thank 
· him for coming to Bridgewater; 




HOURS • 5:30 PM • 8:30 PM MON 1 RI 10:45 PM - 1:45 AM • ·& , · 
3:00 AM - 6:00 AM 
(Load and Unload Trucks) 
ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS: 
Tuesday •. Dec.. 11, 1984 9:00 - 11:30 AM 
Green Room - Student Union 
SIGN UP & FILL OUT APPUCA TION IN T-6 BEf RE 
MONDAY 
For more information, visit the Student Employment Referral Service Office Ir. ed on 
the ground floor of Tillinghast H~ll T-6. 
THE 
o-oEN Nie ~0 ~I, ~ The Newest Place ':::" 
in Town 
Come Check Us Out! 
·D.J. Steve Bolton 
¥-¥¥¥-••••••• 
December 14 
"Dale & The Duds 50's & 60's 
¥-¥¥11-¥¥••••• 
December 15 
PeH Gatlyn & "Country Mist" 
ANNOUNCING! 
The Yankee Expres~ 
Yankee Aviation is now pr9viding 
transportation for all BSC 
Aviation Science Studefl:ts who 
train with us! Call, 746-7337 to, 
. ·, . . ····- :;-""'"" .. . ' 
make· your reservation; 
at only $2~00 per round tr.ip. 
Yankee Aviation ... the ONLY 
way 
to Fly! 
. ' 14 :fhe Comment Monday;- December 10, 1984 
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Women's Hoop Team Off 
Ana Running To Another 
Winning Season 
In 1982 they were 17-8. In 
I 983 they bet"tered that mark to 
22-5. both years the woman's 
basketball squad participated in 
the NCAA post-season tourna-
ment for the first time in their 
history. The question is, "What 
lies in store for the 1984 season?" 
Evidently, after the excellent 
start the Lady Bears have ha_d so 
· far, the answer is '~more of the 
same". 
The Lady Bears started off the 
season with am impresseive win 
over Castleton state 87-54. 
However, in their second game 
against highly ranked Rhode 
Island College they lost 85-75 in 
a game they were out of it early, 
leaving the skeptics wondering, 
"Can this team win in the big 
games?" 
So after another easy victory 
(71-38) at the expense of Whea-
ton College, the ladies encoun-
tered Salem State College. 
Going into the game Salem had 
a 4-0 record, was ranked #I in 
New England, #3 in the nation in 
'83-'84, and .currently riding· a 
24-game horn~ court winning 
streak. This would prove the 
ultimate test to see what this 
team will really look like. 
Well, from the result it looks 
as though Bridgewater State's 
women's basketball is on the 
. road again to yet another 
NCAA post-season tournament 
berth. Not only did they defeat 
Salem State (62-47), they out-
played them in every phase of 
the game; shooting, rebounding, 
crucial points and hustle. 
Trailing (23-18) late in the 
:first half, BSC scored twelve 
tine Choukas who tossed in 18 
points and grabbed 9 rebounds. 
Captain Cath Baker hit the 
boards for (13) herself while 
guard J oAnne Runge dished out 
eight assists. Down the stretch 
though, key plays by freshman 
Carolyn Bouzon (7 points, 6 
rebounds) and clutch free-throw 
shooting by Laurie "The Fur'~ 
O'Connell (7-9) made a close 
contest into· a laugher. · 
Coach Bo Ruggiero was all 
smiles after the game. "This is 
the best we've played since early 
last season. Our concentration 
was excellent throughout the 
entire game. The team knew 
what· they had to dwo to beat 
Salem and just went out and did 
it, no questions asked." 
That question wasn't ans-
wered when the Lady Bears pol.., 
ished off a so-so Westfield State 
team 71-43 in their next encoun-
ter. but a good indi~ator came in 
the following game against East-
ern Connecticut State (#4 in 
New England) at ECS. The BSC 
women trounced ECS, 61-54, 
· unanswered points to head into 
the locker room on top (30-23). 
Salem would never get closer 
than four as Bridgewater State 
ran away to their convincing vic-
tory and ear-marking them-
selves as the team to beat once 
The women finish up their 
first semester schedule against 
Kean College, nationally ranked 
last season, and Gordon Col-
lege. After that it would seem 
very likely that the team will be 
ranked# I in New England going 
into the Christmas break. 
After such a start, the skeptics Bears Business 
t: \~,f:m: .~l~PJ'l .a'Vel\g.. 
, .~11tr~~~if1i\'l\~1N,@'.ll(:t\:, ,, 
tournament Jase season. That 
was the indicator, · not the 
answer. 
again in New England. · 
·keading1the way on that night 
was sophomore sensation Chris:.· 
no longer have that questiona-
ble alook in their eye when they 
speak of Bridgewater·' .State's··· ' 
women's basketball. 
BSC Hoop Sinks Vikin.gs 
·The midnight candle has been 
burning a little longer than usual 
on campus these days. as final 
exams get nearer and· nearer. 
- The varsity and intramural pro-
grams draw to a close as well 
with all teams taking ~ Christ-
'mas sabbatical until their return 
January 17. . 
final match of the semester 
MIT vs. RIC. the team is 3-3. 
. Both men's and women\ 
sw.im teams have begun thei~ 
seasons. Unfortunately. bot~ 
are. looking for· their first win 
with the women dropping meets 
to Regis, 74-66. and Brandeis 
59-50. The men...dropped a deci-
sion to Brandeis as well. The 
highlight of the teams has been 
the performance of freshman 
Maura O'Neil, who took four 
first places in the Regis match. 
The Bridgewater State· men's 
basketba-11 team traveled to the 
land of the Salem State Vikings 
·1ast Thursday and came back 
with their oppon_ents' heads on a 
. platter after a 69--45 killing of 
their perennial MASCAC 
rivals. 
Heading the slaughter. was 
freshman forward Steve Pen-
denza, who knocked in 26 points 
on 12 of 15 shooting from the 
field. He also grabbed eleven 
rebounds. · Guard Mark· Dias 
chipped in with 16, followed by 
junior Bob DiBari with 10 
points\ .. Freshman center Rich 
Maguire snared nine rebounds 
alsQ. 
The retur]L of senior co-
captain. Mark Anderson made a 
big difference in· coach Mark 
Champagne's strategy during 
the game as the steady per-
former made some key. plays in 
keeP,ing Jhe . Vikings from 
mounting any kind of attack. 
The win raised the Bears 
record to 3-4 going "into .their 
final two games against Salve 
Regina and Anna Maria. If 
things go well for the Bears, a 
5-4 Christmas break record is 
not· the far out of reach. 
Women's Swim· Team 
Loses Opening Meet. 
The BSC woman's varsity 
swim team opened up their 
1984-85 season with a loss to 
regis 'college 74-66at Regis last 
Saturday. 
Starting off, the medly relay 
team of Tammy R'obichaud,· 
Carol Pakiela, Laura Scirocco. 
and Cara Rintala took second. 
Freshman Maura O'Neil took 
the first of four events winning 
the 100 backstroke. Tri-captain 
Ann Drolette followed with a 
win in the IOO butterfly. Diving 
was a strongpoint with tri ... 
captain Heidi Mendonca and 
Kim Hill finishing one and two. 
Next, Maura O'Neil and 
Laura Scirocqo. swept one and 
two in the 100 backstroke with 
Marcia Quitmeyer taking 
second in the 200 breast stroke. 
Ann Drolette got touched out in 
the 500 freestyle, but Maura 
0 'Neil came back to win the 50 
backstroke, and Ann Dr.olette 
qualified in the 100 butterfly, 
while Kim Hill qualified in the 
one-meter divi_ng. 
butterfly. BSC closed out the Sophmore Ann Drolette of 
meet on a. winning note, taking Rockland and Carol J>akelia of 
the 400 freestyle relay, with Pittsfield and junior Heidi Men-
Maura O'Neil, Ann Drolette, donca of Seekonk were elected 
Tammy Robichaud, and Marcia tri-captains ·~f the 1984-85 
.Quitmeyer. Bridgewater State College 
Despite the loss, BSC ·coach . women's varsity swim tea~ 
Joe· Y eskewicz is enthusiastic recently. Drolette, a distance 
about the Lady .Bears. The size freestyle and butterfly specialist 
of the team this·year is greater, is competing in her first season. 
adding more depth to come Pakiela, a freestyle-breast 
already• quality performers. stroke specialist, is in her second 
Maura ffNeil qualified for season. Mendonca, a diver, is 
the New .England champion- competing in her first season._ 
ships in the 50 b'Uttetfly and.IOr 
The men's and women's bas-
ketball teams had their first 
sweep in two years as both won 
·going away at Salem State. The 
women opened up by topping #1 
Salem, 62-47, followed by the 
men's 24-point massacre 69-45 
in the nightcap. Both teams fin-
ished up their first semester 
schedule tomorrow with the 
women at Gordon and the men 
entertaining Anna Maria in the 
Kelly Gym at 8:00. 
The men's wrestling team is 
off to an impressive start taking 
a fourth place in the annual Ply-
mouth State tournament. They 
were 2-2 overall with wins over 
UM ass-Boston, 36-18, and 
UMaine-Presque Isle 34-24. 
Capt'3:Jn Greg Wilson (158 lb.) 
was 3-0 and Tom Devin (1341b.) 
was 3-0-1 on the day. 
· The grapplers ·followed that 
· with a split in a tri-meefat Coast 
Guard losing to the Academy 
but taking down the University 
of Hartford. Going into their 
In intramural men's hoop, 
sporting undefeated records re 
Prime Time, 2-0, Ice House 3-0, 
Hoopsters 3-0, Holies 2-0, Third 
World 2-0, and the Hoyas 2-0. 
Second semester schedules are 
available in the Kelly Gym. 
The women's basketball and 
indoor coed soccer programs 
are well on their way and will 
continue once we get back 
second semester. 
The Kelly Gym will be closed 
until Wednesday, January 17, 
1985. The Pool will be open 
though during exam week until 
December. 18 (Tuesday) from 9 
a.m. - 3 p.m. and 6 - 8 p.m. 
To one and all may you do 
well on your exams and have a 
Merry Christmas and a Happy 
New Year. See you in 1985. 
Kelly Pool Hours 
Dec .. 12, 13, 14, 17, 18 
9-3 p.m. and 6-8 p.m. 
SKI TRIP!! 
Bolton Valley Ski Resort 
Vermont • in 
********************~ 
February 1 - 3 (Friday - Sunday) 
********************* 
Cost of $100 includes: 
'o Mountainside condo 
o Round trip transportation 
o Two day lift ticket , 
Deposit of $50 and Registration 
will.be taken in front Of.the Book-
store Monday or Tuesday. 




Name: Mark A very 
Hometown: Pembroke 
Age: 19 
Shift: MWF 11~·00 am-1:00 pm 
Friday 9:00-1:00 am 
Mark, a Political Science 
major with the class of 1986, 
currently does production work, 
is on the music staff, and takes 
photos for the Public Relations 
department. ,However, Mark is 
best k..K>wn as being "The Mas-
ter of Metal" 'Of Friday night's· 
Metal Ectasy Heavy Metal Spe-
ciality Show. Last year, Mark 
had a DJ shift and started learn-
ing prodµction work. 
Mark enjoys attending con-
certs, his Heavy Metal show, 
WB,JM, girls, and rock 'n' roll 
(Pink Floyd, Led Zeppelin, The 
Who, David Bowie, Yes, etc.). 
In free time, Mark likes to go 
out and buy records and also 
advance.his photography skills. 
He also enjoys getting requests, 
training attractive, female DJs, 
spending plastic money, travel-
ing and LOUD music. Mean-
while, conceited· and obnoxious 
people, bills, Spanish home-
work, and reque.sts for Barry 
Manilow turn him off. 
After graduation, Mark plans 
to get into Law School, have a 
great multitude of money and 
power, and a Diner's Club card 
with. no limit. Although. the 
media and communications do 
not seem to be a part of Mark's 
future now, WBIM has played a 
major role in his college career. 
Says Mark, "I love the station. I 
don't know what I'd do without 
BIM and the BIMsters. It's 
really fun doing my show and 
getting lots of requests from my 
listeners. WBIM has probably 
increased my selfconfidence too 
much, but that's why I like it." 
You can listen to Mark Mon-
days, Wednesdays, and Fridays 
from 11 :00 am to l :00 pm and 
also Friday night from 9:00 pm 
to 1 :00 am for the Metal Ectasy 
Heavy Metal Specialty Show on 
91.5, WBIM. 
Spring Semester bills were mailed on Friday, November 30, 1984, to 
stud~nt home addresses. DUE DATE for payment in full is DECEMBER 19, 
1984~ Be sure to make necessary arrangements for payment to prevent 
your Spring Semester Schedule of Classes from being dropped. 
FISCAL OFFICE 
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Monday 
Assorted Juices 





Toast/ butter/ jel}y 
Tuesday 
Assorted Juices 
Assorted Cold Cereal 
Fresh Fruit 
Scrambled Eggs 
Pancakes w; Bacon 
Assorted Donuts 
Toast/ butter/ jelly 
Wednesday 
Assorted Juices 





Toast I butter /jelly 
Thurdsay 
Assorted Juices 













Toast/ butter/ jelly 
Saturday Brunch 
Assorted Juices 
Assorted Cold Cereal 
Fresh Fruit 












Baked Macaroni & Cheese 
Fried Chicken Pieces 
French Fries 
.., SJiced Carrots 
Cream/Mushroom Soup 
Bl.T Sandwich 
Sloppy Joe on a Bun 









Chinese Chow Mein 









Beef Noodle S<1up 
Fi~h Square on Bun 
Hot Pastrami on n Hun 
Waxed Beans 
Potato Gems 






Yankee Pot Roast 
Jardinere 









V..lh Hamhurgcr w 
Rice Pih;ff 
Bacon 
CauliOowcr w Pimentos 
French Cut Green Beans 
Tomato Soup 
Manii:otti 
Roast Pork Loin w gravy 











lkcf Noodli.: Soup 
Pork Cutlet w Gravy 
Stuffed Shells 
Mashed Pot a ((ls 
Zm.:hi111 in tom;itos 
Peas 
Chicken Nnmlle Soup 
Ch~c·'~ Ravw\i 
Supreme Sam·i: 





































Toast; Butter/ Jelly 
Friday 
Assorted .Juices 
Assorted Cold Cereal 
Fresh Fruit 
Cheese Omelet 
Waffles w 1 syrup 
Assorted Donµts 
Toast Butter Jellv 
Tomato Soup 




Carrots & Peas 
Beef Vegetable Soup 
Hot Pastromi on a Bun 
·Chicken a la King 





Sheppard\ Pi$! 'w Cira\ y 
Peas W' Mw.hrooms 
Chicken Nuodle Soup 
Cheese Pina ·· 




FishSquare on Bun 
Baked Beans 
Cauliflower 
·····~················· . . . . . . 
• Needed an .experienced• 
. . . . 
• gymnastic instructor to• 
: supervise a 12 week Sunday : 
; : progra~. iJ1 .. N9rwoo'd. Call : 




w Grnvy & Dressing 
Baked Ham w Fruit (ila;oc 




Reef Vqictable Soup 
Rm1st Leg of l.amb 






Steak w Sauteed Onions 
and Mushrooms 
Turkey Cutlet w gravy 
Baked Potato · 
Carrots 
Zuchini 
Chicken Noodle Soup 
·Fried Chicken Quarters· 
Baked Macaroni & Cheese 
Parsley Boiled Potato• 
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FROM n1E 
CREATION OF T~r;: \,JORLD., 'w'Ht:N IN \HE 
BEGINNINGGODCREAT~D HEA\/(N AND 
EARTH~ 5/79 _; FROM "11-\E F"LOOD ~ Z..9)7; . 
FROM. THE BIRT\-\ OF . A BRA\-\AJ'-'\ ~ ~o~; 
FROM MOSES. AND THE C"OMIN'G OFT\-\t: 
,_ ISRAt:LITES OUI OF EGYPT., \)\.0 ; 
FROM n.\E ANN\OINTING OF \<ING 
DAVID '.I lo)z_; IN TH\: b}1li WEE;:"K, 
ACCORDING TO 11-\E ~-PROP.l-i~C'< OF 
DANIEL; IN \1--tt: \9f ru . OLYMPIAD~ IN 
THE YEAR (.):z__ FROM 11-lE FOUNDING _ 
OF l"HE CITY OF ROME ; IN 11-\E 1f'J___~ 
YERR ·or. THE .EM-PIR E OF OC\AVIAN 
AlJGUS~ws. ~···~~~~~"f;1 ~\=t) w AS 
.AT PEACE IN THE t,·"D:i AGE OF \1-\E·• ....... :, ... .f······W"''"'''"'·""0""'""'111~~ .. ~ ' ' . 
WORLD JESUS .CHRIST ".> ETERNAL GOD, AND 
SON OF 11-\E ETERNAL FAT~ER, DESIROU$ 
. TO SANC~IF'<' THE 'vJORLD. B'< HIS· MC\ST · 
, . 
MERCIFUL COMINGj ... H.AVING BE~N ... 
CONCIEVED OF 11-lE HOL'( SPIRIT~' AND~ 
. _MON11-\S J.-lA\/ING ELAPSED SINCE HIS· . ·. 
- CONCEP \ION, IS ·-SORN IN B~l£H EM OF 
~UDA, HAVING "BECOMt: "t;-1.AN IN ~E 
VIRGIN MAR''f . lt-4E N ATIVTI"< QF OU·R .LORD 
.JESUS C\4RIST ~ ACCORDING \0 THE FLES~. 
~ROM 1'\4E· ~OMAN. MAR:r'<ROLOGY ·Fo~ THE l'W\:NT'<-·t=.r~ DA'< ·o~ DE"C~Mse-~ 
~JI~ 
afh lie 
